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didn't notice before: (new to
the company, so don't know
my limitations) I created a
jQuery plugin that works
perfectly in all browsers

except for Safari, for some
reason. I don't understand

why as Safari 5.1.7 should be
upgraded to a recent version

(which works everywhere
else) The plugin has a

validate method. For some
reason, it doesn't work on
Safari and IE. I've made a

fiddle here: The reason why i
don't suggest a newer version
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is that I use jQuery 1.3.2. But
since it's for client stuff, it's
gotta work. Does anyone

know how to fix this? Edit: I
just want it to work in Safari.
A: You can try to use.click()

instead of.hover() to improve
performance of browser. $(do

cument).ready(function(){
$('.Hover').hover(function(){

$(this).addClass('HoverActive'
); }, function(){ $(this).remov

eClass('HoverActive'); });
$('#bug').click(function(){

alert("I 6d1f23a050
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